The fascination of contrasts.
The light switch reinvented.
Living space needs light. Light needs light switches. A simple and thoroughly enlightening idea during designing. Because the light switch is quite often the only element on the wall. It is an element that constantly catches the eye. That is why, aside from its function, it should also meet aesthetic requirements. And here Busch-Jaeger light switches set the standard, because they place each one’s personal style into the right light.
Wherever atmosphere is to be created, it is the detail that counts.
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Understatement with clear structures.
carat®. The clear commitment to high-quality design. It combines straight lines and authentic material to make it a unique object. And the switch takes on an equivalent position within representative architecture.
Pure and sensual. Extravagant and noble.
Outstanding.
Clear. Durable.
pure stainless steel. Beautiful. When the unusual attains its objective with such style. And no wonder. Stainless steel stands for one hundred percent. For absolute quality. Because design and material of this switch series possess the same characteristics. Durability. Consistency. Conciseness. In this way aesthetics, function and durability are fused into one perfect unit.
Outstanding and noble.
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**pure stainless steel**

2gang combination switch/socket outlet with shutter.
Colour and material: stainless steel.

01 2gang combination
02 Switch/push button
03 2gang switch
04 Blind switch
05 Busch-Comfort switch
06 DP switch marked, with red neon indicator
The light switch reinvented
Perfect harmony
of light and form.
impuls. In the contrast between light and dark, colours and forms become particularly prominent. impulse unites these impressions into extraordinary design and innovative technology with harmonious light aura. What is particularly fascinating here is the contrast between clear lines and the elegance of the circle. Even in the dark this switch convinces - discreet continuous light provides orientation. The additional Softtouch colours of studio white matt and black matt set impulses.
Well-balanced forms with accentuated aura of light.
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**impuls**

2-gang combination switch/socket outlet with shutter.

- 01 black matt
- 02 alpine white
- 03 ivory white
- 04 studio white, matt
- 05 ivory white/solar gold
- 06 champagne metallic
- 07 blackberry/chrome
- 08 alpine white/chrome
- 09 aluminium silver/chrome

* Softtouch: Stimulating colours and pleasant to touch with a hard-wearing surface.
Permanent aura of light in a deactivated state thanks to long-lasting LED technology in the colours white, red, and blue.
Individual in form and colour.
solo®. Distinctive character is often seen in subtleties. In details. In uniqueness. That is also the case with design. This shade of difference connoisseurs find in the solo® switch series. It is just that touch different. Its essence is totally straightforward. An inherent ideal of beauty - rich in contrast of form and colour. Something exceptional.
Design above the norm.

solo®

2 gang combination switch/switched socket outlet British Standard.

01 davos (studio white / matt chrome)
02 toscana (purple red / matt chrome)
03 savanna (ivory white / matt chrome)
04 sahara (yellow / matt chrome)
05 meteor (grey metallic / gloss chrome)
06 husky (studio white / studio white)
Setting the tone.
Leading the way.
Busch-axcent®. Colours and contrasts set the tone. This is easy to achieve with Busch-axcent®. Because the uncompromising design - with corners and edges - corresponds effortlessly with the modern style of design. While at the same time creating atmosphere and orientation.
Straightforward and weightless in its effect.

**Busch-axcent®**
2g mix combination switch/socket outlet with earthing-pin, with shutter

- 01 white
- 02 blue
- 03 red
- 04 black
- 05 green
- 06 yellow
Clarity and expressiveness.
alpha. Inspired by nature. Organic forms, clear colours and rare minerals, precious stones and metals have been taken up into the alpha series and turned into a harmonious whole. Very expressive. Very impressive. Well-balanced proportions. Available with two different frames in a uniform range of finely graduated colours. For classic values on the wall.
Reduced forms.
Balanced design.

alpha

2 gang combination switch/socket outlet with shutter.

01 alabaster / studio white high gloss
02 ivory / white, high gloss
03 studio white, matt
04 titanium
05 palladium
06 platinum
07 bronze
The only difference now is the form.
The uniform colour range for alpha makes selection easier and the fields of application larger. Both frames (nea and exclusive) are now available not only in a finely shaded range of colours but also in high-quality anodized metal frames.

Please note: Colour studio white is available for design alpha nea® only.
The essentials are seen in the reduction.
future® linear. When the eye rests it can focus on the essential features. Concentration on plain functionalism fascinates with its clarity and independence. The attraction of future® lies in its uncompromising, straightforward design. This is combined with definitive colours that harmonize with modern architectural design. Impressive to the eyes and the touch with the softtouch colours studio white matt and black matt.
Uncompromisingly clear.
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future® linear
2gang combination switch/socket outlet with shutter.
01 studio white, matt*
02 ivory white
03 aluminium silver
04 anthracite
05 studio white
06 black matt*

* Softtouch: Stimulating colours and pleasant to touch with a hard-wearing surface.
Timeless aesthetics.
Reflex SI / Reflex SI Linear. This is a phenomenon known from landscapes. Light talks to them. And the environment responds with reflections. Fascinating. And in similar fashion do the colours and forms of the switch series Reflex SI / Reflex SI Linear communicate with homely living environment. And here the two design lines - gently rounded and functionally square - impress with their perennially modern reserve.
Classic beautiful forms.

Reflex SI / Reflex SI Linear

2-gang combination switch/socket outlet with shutter.
Design: Reflex SI Linear.

01 alpine white
02 alpine white
03 white
04 white
It’s easy!
- switching.

Switches can be much more than merely an On-Off button. They can be used to regulate the feeling of well-being in almost all areas. Whether light or blinds, digital radio or room temperature. Busch-Jaeger offers all options. And in a large variety of versions. Manually or via sensor. With switchable stages or with dimmers. Solo or automatic. No matter where or how - this kind of switching cares for effortlessness in the living environment.
Multitude of functions | The light switch reinvented
A different kind of switching. Ideas to make life safer and more pleasant.

Busch-Comfort switch
Extract of the range.

01 DP switch marked, with red neon indicator
02 2gang1way/2way switch
03 Busch-Universal rotary dimmer
04 Busch-Protector®, SCHUKO® socket outlet with overvoltage protection
05 SCHUKO® Socket outlet with LED indicator
06 Blind switch with semicylindrical lock
07 Busch-Memory 2gang dimmer
08 Busch-Comfort timer
09 Busch-Blind comfort switch
10 Busch-icelight - Wall module ambient

11 iR sensor with 1fold control element
12 Room temperature controller with nighttime mode
13 Busch-AudioWorld® Intercom amplifier
14 Busch-Digital Radio
15 WaveLINE LED display
16 Loudspeaker connecting unit
17 Antenna socket for radio/TV/satellite
18 Loudspeaker socket outlet
19 Telephone outlet (TAE-German Standard)

Example shown solo®, Colour: davos.
20 Control element 1fold
21 Control element 2fold
22 Control element 4fold, multifunction
23 Room temperature controller with control element 2fold
24 IR sensor with control element 3fold
25 Cover frames, for vertical and horizontal installation

1 Example shown solo®, Colour: davos.
2 For ABB i-bus® KNX
Busch-Comfort switch

The switch with four comfort levels

**Basic comfort:** Switch in the normal way.
**Medium comfort:** automatic on-, but manual switch-off - sometimes less is more.
**Timing comfort:** Switch on manually, but automatic switch-off - you determine the timing.
**Maximum comfort:** Never switch by hand again.

Busch-Memory 2gang Dimmer

Two dimmers in one

Dims two lights independently at the press of a button. The orientation light on the dimmer makes it easy to find in the dark.

Busch-Watchdog® 180 FM comfort sensor

Automatically in the right light

Responds to motion and automatically switches on the light. When leaving the detection range the light switches off automatically.

KNX Control element 2fold

Centralised, convenient operation and display

Supplies a multitude of information around the house and includes the control option, which otherwise would only be available with a second switch.

1 Available for all switch programs (except impuls).
2 For ABB i-bus® KNX.
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